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Prez’s Message
by Mike Maneth

Co-Editors
by Don & Loretta Ogden

The 1998 show is now behind us and with all
your help it was a great success. Pat and I would
like to thank you for your efforts on every segment, large and small that it takes to put on a show.
Now we need to start on next year. Will we continue on our own or have a joint show with another club? We will have to have an open mine. If
we have a joint show it is too large a project to
decide at one meeting. We will have to do some
research and listen to all the pros and cons before
we can make a decision for the food of the club.

With the show over, we need articles from all
the members. Share some of your lessons learned
as a rockhound. This month MEMBERS SPOTLIGHT features Jerry and Ginny Grafton.
We would like to have different club members
featured each month. So, send in a photo, and an
article of your rockhound experience.
Also, let us know what you think of NOC News
and we would appriciate suggestions.
The 1998 club roster will be available at the April
14 meeting.

April Meeting
Date:
Time:
Place:
Speaker:

April 14
7:30 p.m.
Veterans Hall (Name change only)
Martin Natland
Program
by Jeff Parker

The April program will be on Fossilstone. See
“Fossilstone” on page 2.

Refreshments
by Sandy Mogan
Mary Maneth and Loretta Ogden will provide
Refreshments for our April 14 meeting.
Thanks to Trini Hermosillo and Jane Livezey for
the delicious refreshments we had at our March
meeting.

The Crystal Cave

NOC Club Activities
by Don Ogden
Cab Classes at Walt Messemer’s — 7 - l0 p.m.
every Monday & Wednesday Evening.
Regular Meeting — April 14
Field Trip — April 24 - 25 Whittier Claim
See CFMS Field Trip Seminar
Board Meeting — April 24
Deadline for NOC News — April 24
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Coming Shows and Events
by Don Ogden
APRIL 4-5, BORON, CA
Mojave Mineralogical Soc.
Mojave High School Multi-purpose room
Hours: Sat 9-7 Sun 9-4
David Eyre (760) 762-6575
APRIL 25-26, WHITTIER CLAIM
CFMS Field Trip Seminar
Hours: See Article
APRIL 25-26, LANCASTER, CA
Antelope Valley & Palmdale Gem/Min
Antelope Valley Fairgrounds
Hours: 9-5 both days
Fred Ebel (805) 947-1360
MAY 2-3, ANAHEIM, CA
Searchers Gem & Mineral Soc
Brookhurst Community Center
2271 W. Cresent Ave.
Hours: Sat 10-6 Sun 10-5
Milt Green (714) 633-6505
JULY 3- 5, MONTEREY, CA
CFMS Show & Convention
Monterey Fairgrounds
2004 Fairgrounds Rd.
Kay Carter (408) 422-0530
**See Dining at the Del Monte**

March Field Trip to Stoddard Wells

Fossilstone
by Martin Natland
Fossilstone was formed in the lagoons covering
the Los Angeles basin during the Pliocene era some
5 million years ago. Remnants of shell life accumulated near the ancient shores and were eventually cemented together by a limestone process.
During the time of its formation, Sabre Toothed
Tigers, Giant Sloths, Camels, and mastodons
roamed the nearby landscape, and man was not to
appear for at least 4.5 million years. After millions of years, the seas receded exposing these
fossiliferous beds which were then covered by soil
and gravels eroded from the surrounding mountains.
This material was exposed again during the 1969
excavation for the Arco Towers at 6th and Flower
streets in downtown Los Angeles. An eminent
micropaleontologist, Dr. M. L. Natland, realized
its uniqueness and rescued a limited quantity form
the site. It was sent to Italy to be crafted into handsome art objects.
To have a piece of Fossilstone is to possess and
important part of the evolution of Southern
California’s landscape.
This stone has been exhibited at the Los Angeles
County Museum of Natural History and it has been
further documented in the Los Angeles Museum
publication , Terra (Vol 10 / No. 2, Fall 1971) and
in the Los Angeles Times West magazine dated
April, 18, 1972. Copies are available upon request.

by Don Ogden

Twenty members from our club were spotted at
Stoddard Wells.
On Friday, a field trip was led by Pat Mogan to a
glass factory in Victorville.
On Saturday, shopping for great deals at the tailgate, and of-course checking out the mines. Look
what Mike found, a big ditch to park in. It took
the stone he brought from Quartzsite to get out.
The weather was a bit windy for the potluck and
campfire.
On Sunday, our group split up. Some went to
the flea market in Victorville. Others went to collect verde antique and jade, and to photograph
desert flowers. (More photos coming.)
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Ginny was born in Minneapolis MN and went
Jerry and GinnyGrafton
to school there. She graduated from U of M as a
Jerry was born in Watts, CA. He went to school
in LA. After Franklin H.S., he went to work at a
vegetable market, then a butcher shop on Colorado Blvd., where he made $12 a week. Next he
drove a truck for his cousin at $16 a week, then
another trucking company for $18 a week. In
1935, he got a job with Howard Automobile Co.
in the service department at $25 a week. He went
dancing at the Palamar and danced to Benny
Goodman the
first time he
played in So. CA.
He went to Dime
(10 cent) dance
places too.
He joined the
Coast Guard Oct.
2, 1936. He got
married Aug. 14
1937 and rented
a house for $7 a
month in Humbolt
Bay. He was
transferred to
Point Arguelo
and built a 20 X
40 house at a
cost of $1200. In
1941, he was
transferred to the Coast Guard Cutter Hermes
and left his wife and daughter with her folks and
went on patrol in the Bearing Sea. He made 1st
Class Machinist and was transferred back to Point
Arguelo and his little house. In 1942, he made
Chief and went to New Guinea in 1944. He was
on LST’s in the South Pacific Area. He was in
the engine room of the LST that landed General
McArthur on the beach of Corregidor. He left the
service in 1946 and went into business with a
friend. He bought out his friend and then sold
the business in 1958. He started Jerry’s Drill and
Tap Removal business which his oldest son still
has.
He road motor cycles from the time he was 16
and finally last year quit. He built hot rods with
his sons. They lived in Santa Ana until 1970 and
moved to the mountains. Their mountain home
burned in November of 1970 and they had to go
back to Santa Ana until they could rebuild. His
wife died in May of 1988 after a long illness.
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medical technologist. She came to Long Beach
CA after she graduated and got a job in a Long
Beach clinic. She went back to Minneapolis after about three months and dreamed about California. She worked for an OB/GYN Doctor and
then at the Veterans Hospital in St. Paul. She
quit her job and in January of 1946, she and a
girl friend drove to CA by the way of Mexico City.
She got a job and an apartment and her mother
brought Susan
out.
She
worked in hospitals
and
Doctor’s offices
until
about
1950 when she
went to Long
Beach State to
become
a
counselor. She
worked nights,
slept days and
went to school
P.M.’s. She got
a teaching credential, a counseling credential and a psychologist credential. She started teaching in the Fall of 59.
Taught science for 6 1/2 years. In 1960, she got
a National Science Foundation Study grant to
go to Carleton College in MN to study Geology
and Astronomy. Sue and Paul went along and
Sue took the classes too. In 1968 when Paul
graduated from H.S., she chaperoned 5 boys (including Paul) on a Study tour in N. Wales. They
spent 4 weeks at the U of N. Wales and two
weeks in England and France.
She bought a cabin in Smiley Park in 1947. The
cabin burned down in March of 82. She retired
July 8, 1982 and spent the summer rebuilding.
(She still isn’t finished.)
Jerry and Ginny started going together in 89
and were married July 30, 1990. Ginny had an
RV but is was only 22 feet and no storage. They
bought a Bounder in November 1990 and have
been traveling ever since hunting rocks.
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General Meeting March 10
by Susan Hansen, Secretary
The meeting was called to order at 7:35 p.m. by
President Mike Maneth. The flag salute was led
by Susan Hansen.
Jeff Parker introduced the program, a video on
rocks and Minerals.
The minutes were approved as printed in the bulletin.
Bill Burns passed out the 98 budget sheet, comparing with 97 budget and expenses. After some
discussion the budget was passed. Virginia Grafton
made the motion to accept, and Don Ogden seconded.
Education - Virginia Grafton brought in the posters and rock exhibits she uses to teach rocks and
minerals to the grade school children. She explained how she uses the materials for the different grade levels.
The club received a thank you letter for the donation for maps for use at the desert studies center.
Show - Jane Livezey reminded everyone to bring
crystals for the Crystal Cave case. Bags are available made up for grab bags. Loretta and Don have
the tickets and flyers. Reminder - they need prizes
for the donation award drawings.
Trini is slightly “handicapped” at present. Sandy
volunteered to help her with the kitchen. Al needs
4 tables for the demos, the rest are set. Last year
the city let us have additional tables when we
needed them. If they don’t this year, we would
have to rent them. Angie needs items for the Krafty
Korner. Plants are OK, no magazines, prefers not
clothing, except new baby items. Bring items Friday night or Saturday morning.
We need greeters, ticket sellers by the door. Don
will rent the truck, we can get into the storage
room at 10:30. Don O, Don L, Zeke, Pat,
Norberto, etc.
Pat took the banner over to the city. It goes up the
16th. The notices should be in the Times Calendar, O.C. Register Accent, sent notices to Channel 7 and Channel 3. Clarence Pool donated polished slabs this year. Last year he gave us 20
pounds of tumbled stones. Refreshments tonight
were provided by Trini and Jane livezey. Loretta
held the drawings, Norberto won the grand prize.
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Field trips - Mike reported on the Laic Siding trip.
Next is to Stoddard Wells -tailgating. NOC web
site is http:/home.Inreach.com/nocgms. Jeff got
an e-mail from a woman who wants to donate
some rocks - need help to get them in Redlands.
Pat Maggs, Mike and Jeff are going. Club needs
to give a receipt. Individuals can buy for 25 cents
a pound. Call and let her know you are coming.
Meeting adjourned at 9:35
IT WAS ALL FOR SHOW
By Loretta Ogden
I have heard it said, “if we put it on they
will come” and they certainly did. We had what
can only be called an extremely successful show
that we should all be proud of. Along with meeting the mark financially we pleased the community and stirred up an interest in gems & minerals
in people of all ages. Even more importantly we
had quite a few people express an interest in the
club. We received two applications for membership and I personally have talked to one couple, a
Father and son and one very pretty lady who are
all interested in joining.
I’m quite sure the co-chairmen will have
kudos for everyone but let me be the first to say
that it was so wonderful working with all of
you and feeling that I was one of many parts of
the proverbial well oiled show machine. Every
one seemed to know their job and have a vision
of what needed to be done except of course the
Crystal Cave sign had a hard time finding a
home. It finally did and was a glittering success!
I’m sure you are all basking in the after
glow but don’t get too relaxed because it’s time
to start planning the next show! Is there no
end to this? NNNNOOOO!
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Members in the News
HAPPY BIRTHDAY and have a wonderful day
all of you who were born in April. Don’t forget,
birthday-ees present at the meeting will receive a
birthday card with an enclosed lottery ticket.
Vicky Marks - April 4
Barbara Steed - April 6
Trini Hermosillo - April 11
Frieda Pool - April 17
Bob Henry - April 19
Virginia Harvey - April 26
Joan Abramson - April 27
Dona Matula - April 29
Your gemstone is Diamond.
Your flower is Daisy or Sweet Pea.
April Gemstone
Diamond
by Izzie Burns
Diamond is the most treasured stone in the
world. Many books have been written about it.
Wars have been fought. It’s history is so long and
?complies? that the beginning is lost in antiquity
and the present is still a political battle. Diamonds
were traded in India four centuries before Christ.
Fabulous diamond have long been a indicator of
wealth and power. They have been thought to
purify the soul, as well as, thought to be a deadly
poison. Of course in modern day a gift of diamond
is a gift of love.
Diamond is the hardest of all stones and its
synthetic is of the same hardness. It is used to saw,
grind and polish other stones. The lapidary
machines of today are usually embedded with fine
diamonds.
Diamonds were first found in India, but the find
in South Africa got the most attention. Diamonds
are found in California, Colorado, and Arkansas,
and many parts of the world. When a diamond is
fund it may resemble quartz, but if it is wet it will
sparkle much like a chromium bumper in the sun
light.
Diamond are formed deep in the earth’s interior
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at very high temperatures and under great pressure. Man made diamonds are formed at temperatures of 5000 F and pressure of equivalent to the
weight of 200 miles of rock. It forms kimberlite
and comes to the surface in what is called pipes.
Identification of Diamonds
Chemical Formula: C C is for the element Carbon
which is the element for the foundation of life. Another
form of the element Carbon is graphite. Yes! The substance used in pencil lead.
Hardness: 10 on the Moh’s scale.
Cleavage: perfect 1 direction. Brittle in spite of its
hardness, it can be broken along octahedral planes. This
means that it could be chopped in wearing.
Specific Gravity: 3.515
Crystal Form: Isometric
Color: Colorless, yellow, pink, blue, brown, champagne, or black. The white clear is the most expensive, but the colored diamonds are rare.
Luster: Adamantine

Lesson on breakage and cleavage
Last month we discussed hardness (in a later
issue) and discovered that it referred to how easily a stone could be scratched. Now let us look at
how stones break. The way stones bond the elements together to make the stone, If the atoms
form together so that a plane of weakness exist
between the planes that is called cleavage. If there
are no planes of cleavage than the stones may break
in an uneven way called fracture. The resistance
to beakage tells us how strong the stone is and
how it can be used for polishing, carving or wearing.
Breakage of minerals help us to identify the
stones. Some break splintery, fibrous, even uneven,
or conchoidal. Splintery is when the break leaves
many broken pieces: where as fibrous is to break
into shreds. Conchoidal is concentric curves or
sort of like a beach shell.
Cleavage is breaking along a plane and can be
rated as to how it breaks and along the axis that it
breaks. A good gemstone should have a high
hardness so it won’t scratch and a satisfactory
degree of cleavage so it won’t break or chip. Diamond has a cleavage in 1 direction which means
that it could chip, but not very likely. It has a hardness of 10 which means it has a small chance of
being scratched in normal wear.
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Think You’re Too Old? Think Again!
LMA Star Dust, Dec 1997

CFMS News
Director I. Burns

Young people, take notice: becoming 55 years
of age does not have to mark the end of a productive and satisfying life. Too many times those “over
55” citizens allow opportunity to pass them by
because they view themselves as being too old.
While it may be preferable to begin a promising
career young in life, many people do not have that
chance. There are other responsibilities that take
precedence. There are families to be raised and
educated. Only when retirement is near, do many
see a possibility for achievement and self fulfillment, but decline to pursue a new path to their
age.
Age should not always be the determining factor
in your success or failure to attempt something
new. History provides many models. Consider the
following examples:
Actor George Burns won his first Oscar when
he was 80.
Golda Mier became Prime Minister of Israel at
71.
Playwright George Bernard Shaw was still
writing at 96 when he fell trimming a tree in his
back yard and broke his leg.
Michaelangelo was 71 when he painted the
Sistine Chapel.
Physician Albert Schweitzer was still performing surgery in his African hospital at age 89.
Doc Counsilman, at age 58, became the oldest
person ever to swim the English Channel.
Casey Stengel did not retire from managing the
New York Mets baseball team until he was 75.
S. I. Hayakawa retired as president of San Francisco State University at age 70, and then went on
to be elected to the United States Senate.
Painter Grandma Moses did not start painting until she was 80 years old. She completed
over 1,500 paintings, one-fourth of them being
completed after she reached 100 years of age.

The CFMS Newsletter is late this month due to
the Editor Gene Rutledge, CFMS 2nd Vice President, having emergency surgery.
Coming events are:
CFMS Field Trip Seminar April 25 & 26
at Whittier Club Claim
CFMS Show and Convention July 3 - 5
at Monterey Fairgrounds, Monterey CA
CFMS Earth Science Studies Sept 13 - 20
at Camp Paradise, Clipper Mills, CA
March 15 - 22 was the week of the Earth Science Studies on the desert. The nice desert weather,
the well balanced meals, pleasant surrounding,
“bang up” evening programs, and a variety of
classes with excellent instructors made everyone
attending the program happy and healthy.
The specialty of the week was having Bob Jones,
Editor of Rock and Gem, as a guest lecturer. He
presented a program every night of slides and lectures and gave several “double headers”, two programs. His topics were Gems of Russia, Colombian Emerald Mines, Animals of Africa, Cause of
Color in Minerals, All About Copper Minerals,
and The Psychology of Being a Rock Collector.
Evaluation Comments were: “Excellent”, “Have
him back”, “Bob Jones did an excellent job. He
gave us the 4-H’s: History, Humor, Humility from
his Heart”, and “Very educational and enjoyable
programs”. The last night after he entertained us
at Fun Night; the group gave him a standing ovation.
The entire week went great. The glee of happiness resounding from the breakfast patio on Sunday morning expressed the appreciation and enjoyment of those who attended. These programs
are open to members of the CFMS; ask your Director for information.

Membership Dues
are due now!
Dues are due January 1, 1998. Individuals pay
$10, a family pays $15, and a junior pays $3. Pay
your dues to Bill Burns, Treasurer.
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Internet Web Sites
NOC Gem & Mineral Society
http://home.inreach.com/o-nocgms
Lapidary Journal online.
http://www.lapidaryjournal.com
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CFMS Field Trip Seminar
April 24 - 25
By Jo Anna Ritchey
from March 1998 CFMS Newsletter
The location of the Seminar is the Whittier Claim,
Fort Irwin Road, Yermo CA. (See the map on page
8.) There will be signs on Fort Irwin Road as you
leave Highway 15, directing you to the Claim.
This is a Seminar for all Field Trip Leaders, past,
present or future. The main emphasis of this Seminar is making and sharing maps. Not all locations
for rockhounds are found in books. Let’s share!
Also remember that papers have been known to
blow off tables, so bring a sample from a favorite
collecting site and use it as a paperweight.
Saturday, 4/25
9 - 10 a.m. Map Exchange: Bring a map to a
favorite spot along with a sample from that spot
to hold your papers down. You may take as many
maps as you bring.
10 - 12 noon Speakers: Presentations on the
GPS (Global Positioning System) and more about
maps. Also, folks from the BLM to keep us updated in that area.
Lunch
Afternoon Plant Tour: We’ll take a trip to
Diamond Pacific for a tour of their plant.
5:30 p.m. Pot Luck
7:00 p.m. Campfire: You are invited to go to
Calico Ghost Town for their campfire and slide
show. There is a lot of history in this area.
There is no fee for this event.
Sunday, 4/26
Overview of collating areas in the Calico Mountains. There will be a caravan with brief stops at
several sites.
Things to do in the area: The Calico Mountains
is the site of agate, jasper, palm root, petrified
algae, saganite, chert, onyx, and fossils (small
to micro size). Some of these items are easier to
find than others. The Early Man Site and the
Calico Ghost Town are also here.
This is an opportunity to get together with those
who share a common interest in collecting, talking to each other and sharing the excitement, and
often solving problems. This will give you a chance
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to talk to field trip leaders from other clubs. I highly
recommend that new Field Trip Chairmen come
and meet those who have been Field Trip Chairmen for a while. You never know what knowledge you could gain if you do not come!
The Whittier Claim has sufficient space for all
who want to camp. There are also numerous motels in Barstow.
Call Jo Anna Ritchey with questions for further
information.
(626) 359-1624
(See Map on page 8.)

Dining At The Del Monte
By Marion Fowler, Hospitality Co-Chair
1998 CFMS Show Committee
America’s Greatest Resort, as it was called in
the Gay Nineties and Roaring Twenties, will be
the scene of the CFMS Banquet this Fourth of
July. The grand ball room of the internationally
famous Del Monte Hotel at Monterey will also be
the location for our Federation Directors’ meeting during the early part of the same day. The beautiful old hotel and its luxurious surroundings are
now part of the US Naval Postgraduate School.
In the evening the elegant ballroom will become
the banquet hall for everyone who makes a reservation. A sumptuous Cordon Bleu dinner is being
planned. (No otter steaks - we promise.)
Join us by ordering your banquet tickets when
you send in your pre-registration form for the
CFMS Show. Come and imagine yourself among
the rich, famous, and the powerful celebrities of
the past. Come and mingle with the talented, the
creative, and the knowledgable CFMS award winners of the Fourth of July 1998.
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Slab Men

NOC Gem &
Mineral Society
1998
Jubilee of Jems
Show

Opal Man

A Lot of Demonstrators Milling Around

Glow Man & Big Spin Lady

Front Desk People

2nd Night of “Make My Day”
Will Work for Food

NOC News
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These Five People
Taken from a Speech to New Account Executives By
Jack Kemp, senior Vice President
Dean Witter Intercapital, Inc.

In the world today, there’s a population of
about 4.5 billion people. Of those, 250
million live in America. If you break that
down to the simplest number and say that
100 people will represent the world population, then only 5 of them live in the U.S.
Lets look at these 5 people:
! These 5 people have about one half of
all the money in the world. The other 95
combined.
! These 5 people have 15 times more in
material possessions than the other 95
combined.
! These 5 people have a gross national
product 3 times that of japan; and Japan is
thought of as the most efficient industrialized nation in the world.
! These 5 people own one third of all the
automobiles in the world.
! These 5 are responsible for technological breakthroughs that have literally
changed the lives of the other 95. They
have invented things like electric lights,
telephones, airplanes, mechanical hearts,
televisions, computers.
! These 5 sent a man to walk on the
Moon, and a robot to Mars.
! These 5 produce the largest supply of
electrical energy.
! These 5 grow half of the world’s corn,
60% of the world’s soybeans, and every
time there’s a wheat failure in the world, it
is made up by the production of these 5,
with about 50% excess farm production.
! These 5 print 40% of all the world’s
papers.
! These 5 graduated 3 times the world’s
college students, and one third of all the
college professors in the world today were
educated by these 5.
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! Of all the Noble prizes that were ever
awarded, ne third went to these 5 people.
! Four out of five airplanes flying in the
world were designed and built by these 5
people.
! The 5 lead the world in producing aluminum, copper, uranium, meat production,
coal production, cheese, airline passengers,
airports, radios, automobiles, pipelines,
telephones, tractors, petroleum, natural gas
production, paved roads, commercial vehicles, ships, locomotives.
! There is not a country in the world that
wouldn’t swap places with us in a heartbeat, including Russia and Japan. What we
have in this country is simply the greatest
economic machine mankind has ever seen,
driven by resourceful people. To me, the
U.S. slogan/attitude should be , and remains, “Be all that you can be.” This is more
than the slogan for the Army - it embodies
the philosophy that is critical to each and
everyone of us in this county. It is what
keeps the American Enterprise System
alive and working in the United States.
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